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Introduction
This report considers the work undertaken by the valuation set authors and quality
assurance by EEPRU. In doing so it focuses mainly on the model specification used
and the manner in which it was implemented.

Data
No extensive exploration of the data used was undertaken for this report as it was
assumed that other experts would comment on that. However, it is noted that others
(both EuroQoL and EEPRU) have identified a number of inconsistencies with some
of the data that has been collected. Whilst it is not inconceivable that these
inconsistencies may have an impact on the model results (possibly exacerbated by
the way in which the model is formulated – see below) this would have to be verified
in further work (especially if the model were to be modified or re-formulated).

Model Specification
There are a number of issues to note regarding the specification and formulation of
the model as described in Feng et al (2018) and the WinBUGs code supplied by the
valuation set authors.
An important aspect of the data collection and model is that each individual
contributes a number of data points to the overall dataset. This is true for both the
TTO and DCE data, and also the hybrid dataset. Consequently it is important to
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allow for the possibility that this will induce correlation and also that there will be
individual-to-individual variation, and the EuroQoL authors do this by adding a
random effect to their model. The way in which they do this is via a multiplicative
term (gamma) – see equation 3 in Feng et al. This is unusual given that the models
are linear either on the natural scale (for TTO) or log odds scale (for DCE). For
example a recently published paper by Pickard et al (2019) on the US EQ-5D-5L
Valuation Study uses a more usual additive random effect – see equation 1 of
Pickard et al (2019).
There are a number of consequences of the using a multiplicative random effect
(and the way in which it has been included). Essentially it means that the model is
non-linear, and given that Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are used to
estimate the model parameters, it is of concern that this could induce instability into
the model. Aside from re-formulating the model to include an additive random effect,
the model could also be re-formulated so that a multiplicative random effect is
parameterised more naturally, for example using exp(gamma). However, another
consequence of a multiplicative formulation is that the two variance components (the
random effect and the error term) are on different scales – this also might have an
impact on model performance. The impact of the random effect is also assumed
constant across dimensions. In addition for the hybrid model any heterogeneity that
is captured is also assumed to operate equally across TTO and DCE. This might or
might not be a realistic assumption.
As regard the hybrid model (including both TTO and DCE data) – this includes
common regression parameters in the two sub-models (with appropriate rescaling
due to one being on the natural scale and the other on the log odds scale). However,
it would appear that any correlation, due to individuals contributing data to both submodels, is captured by both models having a common multiplicative random effect.
Both aspects could have been dealt with by adopting a hierarchical model
formulation with additive random effects on the regression terms – this is a more
natural way for modelling what are essentially multivariate data, and in fact was
adopted by Pickard et al (2019) – see equation 4. Aside from any theoretical reasons
why TTO or DCE generated data may be preferable to derive a valuation set, a
thorough exploration of how different types of “hybrid model” can capture both
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correlation and differences in regression parameter estimates based on TTO and/or
DCE generated data is necessary. However, in any future re-formulated model the
combined effect of having additive random effects, a hierarchical structure and using
MCMC methods to estimate the model parameters may well improve model stability
and computational performance.
A more minor comment is that the way heteroscedasticity is modelled uses the mean
(linear predictor) – this may or may not be appropriate, but an alternative would be to
include individual dimensions/components, or functions of them, as necessary. This
was the approach adopted by Pickard et al (2019) – see equation 3.
In additional work, the valuation set authors have investigated potential interviewer
effects – certainly for a hybrid model with gamma distributed multiplicative random
effects. However, the WinBUGs files which produce the results in Feng et al (2018)
do not appear to include this extension.

Model Implementation
As mentioned previously the model parameters were estimated using MCMC
methods (reported in Feng et al (2018)), though they have also been estimated using
Maximum Likelihood (ML) methods. Whilst I share the valuation set authors’
frustration that these results were not included in the final paper, nor were a set of
comprehensive sensitivity analyses – both in terms of sensitivity to prior distributions
(for the Bayesian approach) and an assessment of convergence, it is absolutely vital
that these are in the public domain (as well as the code and the data). It is not
sufficient for just the code and data to be and expect others to undertake them –
though clearly they may well wish to explore specific aspects. However, reviewing
the Quality Assurance undertaken by EEPRU and further sensitivity analyses, it is
clear that the model performance is less than adequate in terms of convergence. It
should be noted that it is impossible to show that a model has converged using
MCMC methods, only that one has failed to show non-convergence. A consequence
of this is that using MCMC diagnostic tools/tests (for example in CODA/BOA) may
lead to a false sense of confidence, i.e. a test may fail to find evidence of nonconvergence, but this cannot be interpreted as that a model has definitely
converged. Hence, why extensive sensitivity analyses are required, for example
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assessing the effect of length of burn-in, sample, starting values, auto-correlation etc
on the model results. It is noted that the valuation set authors have stated that the
ML results are broadly similar to the Bayesian results published, and whilst this may
appear reassuring they nevertheless struggle to estimate the model parameters, and
this may be because of the way in which the model is specified (see above).
A key aspect of any Bayesian analysis is the specification of prior distributions, the
justification of these and an assessment of the sensitivity of the results to them.
Whilst these are clearly specified by Feng et al (2018) there appears to be no
justification for the precise hyper-parameters used or an interpretation of what the
prior distributions represent for each of the model parameters. As stated earlier this
needs to be part of extensive and comprehensive sensitivity analyses.
Both of the above two issues – convergence (and assessment thereof) and
sensitivity to prior distributions of course can depend upon model specification, and if
the model were to be re-formulated (as described above) then these would still be
required.
Whilst a variety of models are explored in Feng et al (2018), they are compared
using the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC). The DIC is a measure of relative fit of
the models, and so it can be used to compare alternative models as Feng et al have
done. However, what would also be of important to see is a measure of absolute fit,
for example the posterior residual deviance. One model may provide a better fit than
another one, but still by a poor model (in terms of predictive ability etc).

Discussion & Next Steps
In summary, there appear to be issues with both the model specification and its
implementation/performance (or at the very least extensive and comprehensive
sensitivity analyses being in the public domain in addition to the code and data).
These issues are aside from any concerns regarding the data. As such, use of the
results contained in Devlin et al (2018) and Feng et al (2018) for UK health policy
making at this moment in time would appear to be unwise, and could be subject to
challenge if in fact they were.
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The next steps (irrespective of any concerns regarding the data and even if new data
were to be collected) should involve further work exploring a re-formulation of the
model (with the model adopted by Pickard et al (2019) used as a starting point, i.e.
specifically the use of an additive random effect and their approach to modelling
heteroscedasticity, regardless of whether a TTO only, DCE only or a hybrid model is
adopted) together with a clearly presented set of extensive and comprehensive
sensitivity analyses if MCMC methods are used. It should be noted that whilst
Pickard et al (2019) is only one of a number of country-specific valuation sets to be
published (for example others include; Xie et al, 2016; Purba et al, 2017; Shafie et al,
2019), and was not identified in any systematic manner, future work should explore
both data generation and modelling approaches adopted in all published valuation
sets so that genuine country-to-country differences can be assessed and
understood. For example, Xie et al (2016) and Purba et al (2017) adopt the hybrid
and modelling approach of Oppe & van Hout (2010), evaluated by Rowen et al
(2014) and used by the Feng et al (2018), whilst Shafie et al (2019) adopt a model
formulation similar to Pickard et al (2019). It is possible (and in fact quite likely) that
any re-formulation of the model used by Feng et al (2018) as suggested above will
alleviate the implementation/performance issues that are apparent with its use.
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